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ABSTRACT

Large scale (many minutes to 10 hours) toagnotio field structures

consisting prodominantly or nearly north-south field directions have been

discovered in Jupiter's m ppatomhu&th from the 
data 

of Voyag
e
rs 1 and 2 and

Pioneer 10 during their outbound encounter trajoatori"Aas. The Voyager 2 data#

and that of Voyager 1 to a lessor extent, show evidence 4f 
a quasi—oriod of

10 hours (and occasionally 5 hour*) for these structures. For all three

apa000rart the changes 
in 

thea field throughout these structure* for muny tons

prof hours are approxima tely ro#riotod to a plane parallel to Jupiter's local

magnotoo,uav, &000rdW"-,")to a variance analysis of the field. Similavo

directional changes in"t)-io field occurred 
in 

the inbound magnotosheath for the

Voyager spacooraft t but the oacurronco was much less frequent, no quasi—

periodicity was apparent, and the scale lengths were on average muoh shorter.

Tito north-south components or tho ,field and plasma velocity are strongly

correlated in the outboul(ld magnotoshoath as observed by Voyagers I and 2, and

the components orthogonal to the north—south direction show weak correlations.

For both Voyager anoountav A4 the sense ( 'pocttive or negative) of the

north—south correlations ties been directly rol ,,Ood to the direction of the

ecliptic plane component 
of 

'the interplanetary mkMiotic field (INF) using the

field and plasma measurements of the 	 spacecraft. Some

outbound magnotopme 'mid bow shook aro4ainga, 
on 

Voyager 2 especially, are

phase looked in system III with some of the largo 000le ► agnotoshoath field
and plamia structures. Those structures may be accounted for in terms of

field line draping around the h1agnotopause or thi convected IMF and solar'

wind, where the temporal properties are controlled by tho motion and shape of

a rlmttenad magrtetospliere which, 
in 

tQrn, depand on	 rotation of the

o qrront shoot within the omanatoophore.

INTRODUCTION

In situ monauraient3 of the magnetic field and plasma near Jupiter by

Pioneer 10 and 11	 ► iitk . at al., 1976 Goortz, 1 976; and Kennel `and Coroniti,,t

1977) and by Voyager 1 and 2 (Noss at al., 19798, b* Bridge at &I., 1979&,b;

sis000 at al t '080) have demonstrated the existence of a bow shook (M), a

magn etosha^th ,,?NS), and a magnetosphere. All of those observations indicate



the preaeno4, of as Well—defined magn4topouse on the daysid4, similar to that of

the earth, 60imi&i3 4t Al, (1979) suggest that COPOtAting M&&hGtO3ph*rjQ

plasma extends to the HS on 
the 

dayside; they inter that on the night4ido

there is a transition from aorotating plasma to a "magnoto3pheric wind"( but
they report that the relation between this boundary and the magnatopsuoe (HP)
is not clear, Other observers have reported a clearly defined MP on the
nightside, The stand—off distance of tile Jovian MP is greater and more

variable,:-t,han prk' Aictod by a model 
in 

which the momentum flux of the solar

wind is balanced by the pressure of the planetary magnetic field. Thi s

suggests that at Jupiter (in colitrost to earth) hot "lasnotospherio plasmas,
particularly i%) the Jovion current shott t play a significant role in balancing
the momentum flux of the solar wind,

Little has been written about 
the 

magnotic fields and plasmas in the

Jovian NS. In analogy with the earth's HS and on the basis of fluid noloula-
U0113 31,1011 44 those Of SPr4it*V et 01, (*,&., 1968), one might expect that,
for on interplanetary magnetic field lying mainly in the ecliptic plane, the

in the MS would tend T,,o be also in the eoliptle plane with

random fluctuations about that plans, however, Leppin& at a^. (1980) found
that the moonotlo field in the Jovian MIS tends to W, either nearly north or

nearly south (i.e., either parallel or antiparallel t respectively, with

respect to jupitor'3 rotation axis) for intervals ranging occasionally from

many minutes to 10 hours, and the tra^a3itiot3 from north (south) to south

(north) tend to occur at 5 or 10 hr intervals. The north—south fields were

observed both inbound and outbound, but they were observed most clearly

outbound and close to the MP. The 5 and ;10 hr changes were observed onlyy oil

the outbound (tailward) passages of 'voyagers 1 and 2, possibly because of Mia

longer observing time there,

Highly inclined NS fields are observed occasionally 
in 

the earth's HS and

to 'our knowledge there ties been no report of analogous 12 and 24 hour changes.

Thus, the Voyager , data have revealed a new HS phanomation, which seems to 
be 

a

characteristic L o!.` the jovian 3yatehl,

The purpose of this paper is to present a comprehensive description of
the Jovian NS magnetic fields and to speculate briefly on possible causes of

these phenomena, We emphasize our Voyager I and 2 magnetic field observations

and their relations to 
the 

plasma observations, but we also show that the -some

phenomena are present in the Pioneer 10 magnetic field data.
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1.

SPACECRAFT TRAJECTORIES AND MODEL BOUNDARIES

Figure 1 shows the trajectories of Pioneer 10 and the two Voyagers in

Jupiter orbital coordinates as well as model boundaries of Jupiter's MP and

BS, in the orbital plane, as estimated separ ately from the two Voyager

encounters (see Ness at al., 1979a,b ot and Lapping at al., 1980). The MP

boundaries were modeled by fitting parabolas t'o the average. inboum and

outbound NAP crossing points with the assumption of zero aberration due to

planetary motion; such aberration at Jupiter is obviously small compared to

solar wind direction changes over the three or four week period of encounter,

The BS's were similarly modeled, except hyperbolas were used with the gadded

constraint that estimated normals to the actual boundaries at the crossing

points (based on averages) must_ aglr.^` with the models. The ASP and BS model

boundaries are meant to be^pnly approximately representative, since the time

scale for major changes in 'the solar wind is much shorter than the period

separating the inbound and outbound series of crossings, for either

spacecraft. Si iue the primary concern here is the outbound MS, also shows, in

Figure 1 are shaded regions dototing for each spacecraft the region between

.
	 the first actual outbound MP encounter and the first actual outbound BS

encounter, i.e., the region where the MS closest to the MP was observed for

each trajectory. These regions will be referred to as "early magneto sheath".

Magnotosheath beyond this in time will be referred to as e late magneto3heath".

A list of the HP and BS boundaries is given for Pioneer 10 by Intriligator and

%olfe (1976) and for the Voyagers by Bridge at al. ( 1979x, b) and Lopping at

al. (1960).

The length of the shaded regions in the figure indicate how the width of

the observed early MS increased dramatically from the Pioneer 10 outbound

longitude ($ 0525 L.T.) to Voyager 1 Q 0420 L.T.), and finally to Voyager 2

(,m 0300 L.T.). The lengths of these three regions were 30, 41, and 111 R
J 

( RJ

71,372 km is Jupiter's radius), respectively. Since the outbound M data

are 'most extensive for Voyager 2, it is probably for this reason that the hS

effects studied are most prevalent in the Voyager 2 data.

MAGNETIC FIELD OBSERVATIONS OUTBOUND

The magnetometers onboard the Voyagers have been described by Betaannon et

4.
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al. (1977). For all of the magnetic field data discussed here the instruments
were in the most sensitive range il, 8 nT, and quantized to a resolution of

0.004 nT per component. Absolute accuracy is estimated to be t 0.09 nT per

component, and the sample rate was 16,6 vectors/3 throughout the periods of

interest, but only 48 s averages were used for analysis and display in this

study,	 -

Figure 2 shows Voyager 1 483 average magnetic field data in heliographic

(HG) coordinates for the two days 75 (= 16 March) and 76, 1979, which occur in

the early MS. (A similar 2-day example of Voyager 2 early hS is given by

Lepping et al., 1980.) Muoh of the scatter in A in the figure is simply due

`^ Ao the extreme northward or southward inclinations of the field throughout

this period. These data are reasonably typical of the early outbound MS of

all three Spacecraft, in that great variability in magnitude and direction is

Observed, most of the d ireotional change is in latitude, and the field is

predominantly in the northward or southward directions. From s 0200 UT of 75d

to	 2200 UT, 76d (, 44 hours) there are four major features in d(t) separated

approximately by the times 1300 UT of 75d, and 0100 UT_ `and 1100 ;;T of 76d
These major features are then o 11 hours in duration on -average. The extreme

northward at^d southward directions of the outbound MS field as observed by

Voyagers 1 and 2 is generally in marked contrast to the directions of the

magnetotail field, which lies predominantly in or near the Jupiter orbital

plane; see, for example, Figure 3 of Sehannon et al. (1981) which shows this

regional comparison dramatically in vector form. However, as we will show

below, there is occasionally a significant southward component of the

magnetosphere field also, especially as the MP is approached and in weak field

regions such as the magnetotail current sheets.

For a broader view of the MS phenomenon Figure 3 shows the latitude of the

field for the Voyager 2 outbound MS for approximately ten days; regions of

magnetosphere and interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) are denoted, and the

4-day separation is a continuation of magnetosphere data. The data are

plotted with respect to System 111 (1965) longitude of the sub-Spacecraft

position, with two 3600 cycles (plus 450 overlap) per panel, as well as by

calendar day. Major tic marks on the time axis denote start-of-day, and one

hour of data is repeated at the start of each panel in order that features are

not lost at z	 a 450. Again latitude variations occur throughout the entire
TIZ	 ^i

ten days and are especially dramatic during the early MS, which ends (by
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definition) at the first'outbound gS at 1441 UT on 215d , Various Y5 and X10

hour features appear throughout, and two of these are identified. The Voyager

2 data, in fact, demonstrate this large scale 5 and 10 hour latitude variation

more clearly than the Voyager 1 data.

It is evident from Figure 3 that prominent "events" were most probable at

VIII 3600 (see vertical arrows at bottom), By an "event" we Mean any one of

the four occurrences. (1) a major north + south change of d, (2) a major south

+ north change of d, (3) MP oroaaing, or (4) BS crossing, Eleven such events

occur for the first arrow, and 	 for the second arrow. This suggests a

synchronization of field latitude cha", es and MP and BS motions Jointlywith

the planetary rotation period (2.22492 hours for System 111, 1 965). The oaso

for such events occurring with a 5 hour period is much weaker, but 5-hour

features in a(t) are prgsent. Note that there is much less variability in

6(t) in the "late" MS.

As mentioned above for Voyager 1 there was considerably less outbound

early MS data; neverthelens, some of the same charaoterist. -s of the t;oyager 2
HS are seen in a „comprehensive view of Voyager i duta. 1gu a ", A^al- r1If-t a A1-4A art
shows the latitude of the Voyager 2 field as a function of System III position

of the spacecraft for o 8 days, o 3.5 days of which are MS data. The obvious

similarity is in the distribution of d itself, but the 5 and 10 hour

structures are barely discernible if at all, as mentioned above (F'igut 2 and

associated text). Some of the complexity of structure may be due to the

unusually variable XMF as evidenced in the latter half of the figure. There

is a weak synchronization of events; for example, at xIIT 900 ± 200 there

are four BS crossings, one Mp crossing, two major north a south MS a changes,

one major south + north 6 change, and, a minor north + south change. There are

other weaker, synchronized events. To draw a broader comparison of features

in the MS And of its boundaries, we proceed further upstream to the position

of pioneer 10.

Figure 5 shows the latitude (in an S-J coordinate system--see Smith at

al., 1976 for a description) of 1-min averages of the magnetic field as a

function of time for seven days, approximately 3-1/2 days of which are NHS

data. Again 'northward' and 'southward' magnetic fields are evident, and

there is a weak suggestion of a 10-hour structure (e.g., 0350 UT to 1310 UT on

345d ) and the BS crossings on 346d are separated almost exactly by 5,/hours

(1493.UT and 1951 UT) as identified by Intriligator and Wolfe (1976). And

6
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very nearly 5 hours prior to the first outbound BS, a pair of MP crossings

occur (at 0943 UT and 0958 UT on 3464 ). By 3494 the latitude angle of	 ^-

approaches lower values, as it did in the ].ate MS of Voyager 2.>

MAGNETIC FIELD ANALYSES

A qualitative examination of the outbound Vo yager MS field data indicates

that the large scaler directional changes (over many min. to 5 hours) occur

prilitarily in a plane whose normal is approximately parallel to the modeled Me

normal (obtained from the fit to a parabola) for each encounter. In HG

coordinates the MP model normals are: 
itiG 

a 1200, 
aNG a -30 for Voyager 1 and

X6G = 109 , dHG xx -3 for Voyager 2 (see Lopping et al., 1980). To

demonstrate this quantitatively a minimum variance analysis of the field

according to the method of Sonnerup and Cahill (1967) was carried out using 78

one-hour averages of Voyager 2 data: 1000 UT of 205 d to 1900 UT of 208d,

excluding the three hours of magnetosphere data on 206 d (see Figure 3). Over

the 78 `^o^'rs the Voyager 2 trajectory covers an X range of 22 R (see Figure

1), a r̂ aver this range the model MP normal changes by only 0.99 . The

resul (̂̂ :'Ag minimum variance direction was 1HG(2) = 111°, 6 HG (2) = 70 , which is

in excellent agreement with the model normal. The ratio of intermediate to

minimum eigenvalues (E2/E3) was 7.9, the ratio of maximum to intermediate

eigenvalues (E1 /L;2) was 23.8, indicating that the estimated minimum variance
direc,ti.on is well determined; a value of E2/E3 below 2.0 indicates a poorly

determined variance ellipsoid (Lepping and Behannon, 1980). Also<BZ>1/<B>

0.16 and <B> = 3.0-nT, where B Z is the component along the minimum variance

direction, B is the magnitude of the field, and the braces < > indicate an

average over the 78 hours.

Using 64 one-hour averages of Voyager 1 data over the MS period 1000 UT

of 74d to 0800 UT of 77 d , Land excluding six hours of magnetosphere data on

late 74d (see Figure 4), the following minimum variance results were ,similarly

obtained: XHG (1) = 1300 , 6HG (1)	 -30 ; E2/E3 = 3.2; E1/E2 = 16.0; (<Bz>1/<B>

0.23; and ;<B>	 1.4 nT. Again the minimum variance direction is in good

agreement with the Voyager 1 model MP direction, differing by only '-100 and it

is reasonably well determined according to the eigenvalue ratios. over the 64

hours the "Voyager 1 trajectory covers an,, 0 range of 1 $a. R1 , and over this

range the raodel MP normal changes by only 1.30.

7



Notice that the average outbound MS yield <B> was approximately twice as

strong for Voyager 2 as for Voyager 1. Alan 1<8z>1/0> was a little smaller

for Voyager 2, although in both oases its value indicates a relatively weak

component of the field normal to the plane in which most of the variation is

taking place, on average. Figure 6 (center and right panels) show* hodogroms

of the Voyager 1 and 2 hour averages in the coordinate system definod by the

derived variance ellipsoid: Z Is along the minimum variance direction, and X

and Y are along the maximum and intermediate variance directions, respec-

tively. Below the hodograma are the easociated minimum variance normals and

the MP model normals for comparison. An outstanding feature of the hodograms

is the tendency of the field in the X-Y plane to form nested area for a large

fraction of the analysis intervals, implying clear repetition. Also notice

than both the variation of Fi x and its mean are sigAlifioantl y smaller than <b>

for both spacecraft. So the MS field at any "ins to 1^ and its coherent,

unsaulatory variations are fairly well contained in a plane whose normal is

nearly parallel to the local MP for each data set.

The Pioneer 10 outbound MS was similarly AnalYZed using one-hour average*

'	 or the magnetic field over the period 1200 UT of 344 d to 1500 UT of 346,

1973. The following Variance results were obtained: A00) x 135 0, 6(10) x

x-1 0 ; E2/E3 a 8.3; E1/E2 = 11.2; I <Bz> l /<B> z 0.18; and <B> = 4.3 nT. The

associated .hodogram in the variance coordinate system is shown in Figure 6

(left panels). The minimum variance normal, which was well, determined

according to the eigenvalue ratios, and model normal (Voyager 1 model MP

normal) differ by only 7 0 , and again the ratio I<Bz>(t<B> is small and

Consistent with those for Voyagers 1 and 2. There is a pattern of repetition

in the X-Y plane, but not in the form of an arc structure. Again the

variation inBz is small compared to <8>, and interestingly <Bz> appears to

increase in going from Pioneer 10 to Voyager 1 and again to Voyager 2, i.e,,

as we go tail ward, as the upper panels of Figure 6 show.

Similar analyses were carried out for portions or most of the large

features ind.tvidual,ly using Voyager 1 and 2 48s averages of the field. The
specific analysis intervals are shown in Figures 3 and 4 as black horizontal

bars beneath the regions of interest. There were 14 such intervals for

Voyager 1 and 14 for Voyager 2. Figure 7 shows four examples of the 483

average points plotted in the derived minimum variance coordinate system for

each Case, with their associated numerical results below* * These were fairly

i

i
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characteristic of the overall 28 oases, excluding a few poor cases.'

Notice that directions (6 N , A N) parallel to the directions of minimum

variance were close to the MP model norm*,' directions and weree11
t.

determined. Also it is striking that double arcs appear in th X-Y plane

(i.e., intermed iate-maximum variance plane) of the Voyager 2 data "indicating

that the field partially retrooed its path more or lose half way through its

angular excursion. Notice that the points tend to cluster more at the ends of

i

	

	 the arcs than in the centers, Even though they are not discontinuities in the

usual sense, these large scale features more closely resemble tangential

discontinuities than rotational discontinuities in that they have small ratios

I<Bx>l/<B>, i.e., the field changes are well confined to a plane, which i's

parallel to the local MP in each cased This was true of almost all of the

cases studied, and on average this ratio (0.17 for Voyager 1 and 0.29 for

Voyager 2) was comparable to what it was for the analyses using hour averages

over several days as disousrO above. r
Figure 8 summarizes the full set of minimum variance normals from the

results of both spacecraft, and compares them to the MP model normals. With
\' 11

onl y a flew oxaeptions the minimum vari$nQe .normiile cluster very	 around
the model normals. Since the minimum variance normals usually were associated

`

	

	 with a large ratio of the intermediate to minimum eigenvalues and since

changes in the field perpendicular to these normals subtended large arcs, they

were very well determined,,having error cones of half-angle possibly in the

neighborhood of a few degrees. Bence, the scatter shown in Figure 8 is

probably real in the sense that it mainly represents an actual time-variation

in the direction of the Normal to the plane of maximum variance over the days

representing the full sample sets. This is not surprising since bulk and wave

motion of the MS and its boundaries is expected.

In order to obtain a statistical overview of the distribution of

latitudes- of the field in the outbound MS over as broad a range of Jovian

longitude as possible,, histograms of b were generated using 483 averages for

` the early and late MS separately from the data of all three spacecraft. Also

for comparison and for each spacecraft a histogram of d was computed from the

magnetosphere data just prior to the first outbound MP crossing combined with

magnetosphere data between subsequent MP crossings. To complete the

comparison similar histograms were computed for the IMF data by combining that

data between BS crossings with a sample obtained after the last El^ crossing.

^l
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The times for the Voyager MP and hS crossings are given by Lopping^ ►̂` al.

(1980) and for Pioneer 10 by Intriligator and 	 The resulti"s
histograms are given in Figure 9. The magnetos J—,."9 histograms p yids no

surprises. They peak at d o Oo and show a aanoidioeool.e prN.?portion f the

distribution toward negative d's as expected for Jup i ter's magnets s phere and

tail. (Smith et al. 19 76 and Ness eat al. 1	 . (See the to twfl97	 ^ 979)	 p	 panels of

Figure 5 for an exompla 'of why the distribution of magnetosphere d is

disproportionately negative.) The ,ee!rly MS hirtogrrAs have a bimodal
appearanuq , as expected from fields that spend moa,%of tt;e time at high (+/-?

latitudes as Figures 3,'4 and 5 have indicated. The reason for the 'tack of

reproducibility frcn one spacecraft position to the next far the early MS data

is at least partial ^;, ue to the short periods of time spent in the early Mg

by Pioneer 10 and Voy ger 1, as measured in planetary rotation periods, which

provides bl aead Statistics. Thin iL even more truaL for-:the late

histograms; for example, notice that Only 0.72 d,;Ays of data could be used for

Voyager 1 late MS. However, Pioneer 10 and Voyager 1 late MS distributions

are similar, even if they r^° S̀ pf opposite proportion with respect to polarity,

This is io marked contrast/^a^the Voyager 2 late MS, which is rather flat and

peaks near the center (of der ame liberwl smoothing) , Apparently the mechanism
causing the large north-s uth structures diminished in effectiveness for

Voyager 2 with razpeot t the \revious encounters, either as a furotion of

time or because Voyager has travelled a greater distance from the MP's most

probable position (suppo edly the model position) than did the two earlier
D	 ^

spacecraft or for some a ;\yet 

he

 reason. The interplanetary

distributions are aonside6bly flatter than all of the others, but

surprisingly they are not ussian-like, as would be expected for,,most large

IMF data samples. In any case, they do not portray the rather clear bimodal

shape of most of the FS distributions.

In order to provide an example of the distribution of the latitudes (6)

of the IMF at the orbit of Jupiter, for comparison with those given in Figure

9 0 480 Voyager 2 hour averages of the IMF u sp tream of Jupiter (163d to 1634,

1979, just before the first inbound B8) were used. Figure 10 displays the

results along with distributions of B and A for completeness. Notice that all

three quantities have fairly standard distributions. Although the B distri-

bution is somewhat broad, its mode is close to what is expected (0.5 nT) from

the IMF model fla,f Behannon (1978), and the peaks in A are ,also where the model

10



Pred ct'% 1 a 1000 and 2800 1 indicating a tight spiral field in the R-T plane.
More, impgrtantly, the of distribution is approximately gaussien peaking near
zero. Use of the N-T-N system instead of the model system (ecliptic) causes
in t„30 shift in 'LU tude for a tightly Wound field for this period. It is
very interesting that this 6 distribut wo being quite, typinal, is so markedly
different from the post-Jupiter IMF distribution* p4own in Figure 9•

CORRELATION OF PLASMA FLC* VELOCITY AND MAGNETIC FIELD

r
In thizt section we describe a correlation heat has been observed between

the magnetic field and the ion- plasma flow velocity in the outbound Voyager
MS. The Plasma Scienoe Experiment (PLS) has been described by Bridge at al.

(1977). The proton energy rags of the instrument is 10 to $950 ev, and a
full spectrum is sampled over a 96s measurement cyole for the intervals of	 l
concern here. Figure 11 shows daily plots of the N- components of the plasma
velocity (1) and magnetic field (48s averages) for days covering the earliest
portion of the outbound MS for both Voyagers, whore "N" represents the
component normal to the sun's equatorial plane, positive northward (see
caption of Figure 2), The V  and 8N acalea are inverted with respect to each
other for all panels, except for 205d of Voyager 2, in order to show the
correlation between V  and 8 N moat clearly. lheree is a strong positive
correlation on 205d and an equally remarkable negative correlation for the
other days (with the exception of the,brief positive correlation early on
206d ). In fact, for'all of the remaining outbound MS data of both spacecraft
(i,,ee., for all those not shown in this figure) a pointwise negative
correlation bet'weop V N and SN is observed. [Thera 'are significant but much
weaker correlations in the components of V and t orthogonal. to N throughout
the outbound MS also.) The IMF and the solar wind velocity in the proximity
of the outbound B3 1 3 were examined in Light of this MS phenomena, and,, such
correlations were not "found, although non-Alfvenic compressional fluctuations
were observed, Briefly summarizing: a negative correlation in V N vs. BN
occurri4 for'all of the'outbound Voyager 1 and Voyager 2 MS, except for a
positive correlation in the very earliest Voyager 2 interval, ending somewhere
between 0051 and 0409 UT of 206 d , during which the spacecraft "returne„d 1e to
the magnetosphere.,

The MS magnetic field is a modification of a former 114F'`that has been

11



convected post a turbulence producing DS and distorted by the Ma flow field In
which it is embedded, which, in turn, deponds on the shape and motion of tho
obstanlo to flow, Jupitor t s magnotoaphtro in this osso, It magnetic merfing

occurs at the MP for instance, the reaulting PZ field would experience further

alteration. Nano*, any hope of understanding the newly discovered V N
-B 

N HS

relationship requir.4A knowledge of at least the upstream IMF. In order to
determine the INIF just upstream of Jupiter, we used the known plaw.a and field
quantities measured by the non-encountering spacecraft and projeoted hour
avers$** of these quantities temporally forward in the case of the Voyager I

encounter and backward for the Voyager 2 mncounter, ThIs prediction method
assumes constant rfdial expansion velocity for the solar wind and neglects
evolution; this usually succeeds well for intervals devoid 

of 
interplanetary

shocks, which was the case for the intervals of interest here.

The predictions indicate that for the V -O
N negative correlation periods

of both encountering spacecraft the IMF at Jupiter had a consistent and

significant positive B T component (see caption of Figure 2 for the

IMF 'r, DU *wo-YU-. And for the period when V N and 'IN were

1)oaitively correlated (Voyager 2, late 204d throughout, 0051 UT of 206d ) the

IMF at Jupiter had a consistent sand . significant negative b T component, i.e.,

A IMF 
0 270°. In psttioulaf , ) an IMF 3OOtOr Ohange 83 observed at Voyager 1 was

predicted to occur at the nose of Jupiter's HP at stout 2000 UT 1 8 hours on

2044 It was then estimated to arri^,o at Voyager 2 in the downstream MS at

1700 UT :t 10 hours on 205d , after traversing 300 R at an average speed of
290 km/3 along the curved MP. This is consistent with the alteration from

ponitive to negative V N-B 
N 
correlation occurring at ft 0200 UT :t 2 hours ho

206d The estimated average MS speed Of 290 km/3 used above Was based on the

Spreiter at al. (1968) steady state model of MS flow for, the earth' s case, a
projected solar wind speed of $ 400 km/s based on the Voyager 1 data, and the

preliminary assumption of zero signal propagation speed with respect to the

bulk MS flow. EThe actual speed of signal propagation is small compared to

290 W/3, so it can be neglected for our purposes herwo, this will be further

developed in the Discussion.]

It was also interesting to note that neither the positive nor negative

correlation periods possessed any obvious relationship to the projected IMF B 
N

component (i.e., 
to diMd- Before leaving Figure 11 it should, be remarked

that in this component format (as opposed to the d-angle format) various 5 and
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10 hour features again apper-^ even in the Voyager 1 data, which was less

clear in Figure 4, for example. Aiso notice the ,5 hour V  structure on
Voyager 1, 75d , between x'1100 and v,1630 UT, a period when VN-BN are only
weakly correlated, and on late 205 d for -10 hours where V  and 6N are strongly
correlated.

The solar wind and the IMF for the periods shown in Figures 3 and 4 and

for brief periods beyond the last outbound BS's were visv©lly surveyed for

Possible correlations similar to those in the MS, but no obvious`'cgrrelations

were found, but again compressional waves were ob3erved (at least on Voyager

1).

{

MAGNETIC FIELD OBSERVATIONS INBOUND

An examination of the inbound MS data of both Voyager spacecraft reveals

magnetic field features that in some respects resemble those of the outbound

MS. As an example, Figure 12 shows Voyager ' l field data for ;,59d and 60d,
i.e., around the time ofmultiple 8S crossings pre—Jupiter encounter (see

Figure 1). Notice that the MS between 1434 and 1954 UT
)
 of 59d is fairly

steady on a scale of` tens of minutes and devt-^tes lit- a in direction from the

upstream IMF, even though highly inclined; the IMF inclination was possibly

due to the occurrence of solar wind steams interacting at this time (J.

Scudder, private communication, 1980). In contrast to this s+,eady MS field

close to the bS and far from the MP, the MS occurring between 1227 and 1956 UT

of 60d shows both positive and negative inclinations especially as the MP is
approached. This is not an uncommon feature of inbound Voyager MS fields

which arer r;,parently close to the hP. However, there does not seem to be a

case for 5 and 10 hour variat^.pns for any of the inbound MS data from Voyager

1 or 2. This is possibly due to the fact that most inbound MS intervals are

too short, because of the nature of the spacecraft trajectory, for such long

period phenomenon to be properly identified. Alternately, perhaps such

repetitiveness either does not occur in the inbound MS or is a sub ae effect

there.

A preliminar ỳ,,yariance analysis of several of the highly inclined
magnetic field structures in the inbound MS of Voyager 1 and ,2 (Leppirg et
al., 1950) indicates that the minimum variance normals are approximately

parallel to the local MP model normal, just as was found for the outbound MS

13



structures.

DISCUSSION AND PRELIMINARY INTERPRETATION

All of the observations discussed above have referred 	 the downside hP,

HS, and BS. One might aakJif the dawn and dusk MS regions titre similar with

regard to the various featbl r65 discussed in light of a possible asymmetry

brought about by Jupiter's rapid rot&tion: anti-parallel plasma 3trarAM3 at the

dawn MP (i.e., oorotLNting magnetospherio plaams moving o sunward vs. 0
tbilward moving MS flow) and presumably parallel streams at the dusk MP, in

Jupiter's orbital plane. The answer must wait for future observations, b It it

would be surprising if there were no marked average differences.

Related to this question of asymmetry is the question of possible

magnetic, field line merging (Vasyliunas, 1975) at the dawn vs. dusk MP's. it

appears that such merging would be more probable at the dawn side, if possible

at the MP generally, bed -au3e ot!' the anti-parallel streaming, the highly-to-

moderately probable southward magnetca-P4.4re field
	

V4Flaura q N j the hisW1 y

likely (., 0.5 probability) oondition that D 
N 
will be northward in the MS

Maure 9), and the known, dynamic state of the down MP which probably con.-',ists

of bulk and wave motions as in the case of the earth's hP. Probably all

these conditions hold for the dusk side MP as we'll, with the important

exception of the anti-parallel 3trehming. At the dawn side HP then, we

envision frequent 000az4ons when pbraels of plasma with embedded fields of

-oppositely directed and 4ignifi . bant B 
N 
components are moving directly towards

eeoh other with relative speeds of up *,o 0103 km/,,. That these conditions

cause magnetic merging at Jupiter has not been proven, so we will discuss it
no further.here; however, it 

is 
a possibility that will be investigated

further. In any case, it is probably not necessary to invoke merging to

explain the outbound MS phenomena, as we attempt to show below.

We now discuss the overall aspects of the observations that have been

presented and consider the following questions: (1) what causes the north/

south field orientations and changes which occur in a plane parallel to the

local MP, (2) what is the cause of the 5 and 10 hour structure, (3) why are

V 
N 

and B 
N 
so strongly correlated, (4) why are these features occasionally

synchronized with MP and BS crossings, and (5) is there an analogous, but yet

unidentified, phenomenon in the earth's Fry?

14
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We believe that the first three questions might be explained in terms of

the draping, of hb fields around a flattened and dynamic Jovian magnetosphere,

i.s., flattened approximately along t6a direction of the planetary rotation

axis. First consider the shape of the magnetosphere. Studiea"based on

Pioneer data and theoretical considerations suggest that JupiterVa

magnetosphere is aignificantly smaller in its north-enuth direction (Z E) than

in its east-west direction N) in the X S a 0 plane, for instance (e.g., sea

hill et al., 1 97 4 ; Beard and Jackson, 1976; and Engle and Beard, 1960); Zg is
parallel to the rotation axis of Jupiter and Xb is sunward, and the subscript

R refers to the equatoriAl coordinate system. The model developed by

Connerney et al. (1980) which inclpdea the effects of the inner current, ahset

and which is based on a fit to Voyager 1 and k magnetic 'field data supports

this idea. Engle and Board (1960) estimate that Z S/YE   0.6 where YE and Z

are measured in the X F 0 plane. It was suggested to us (A. Dossler, private

og#imunioation, 1980) that there is an indepMAant means of testing the idoa,

that Jupiter's magnetosphers is significantly flattened (approximately along

p.L atary rotation axis) by applying herOdynamia theory (see, for example,

Krasnnv, 1970) and comparing the ratio AR/RSP for Jupiter and earth, where RSP

is the solar wind stagnation distance (Joviooentrio), Ah x 
hbs-RI$P and Rbs is

the subsolaar bow shook distance. For a fixed maoh number, as the obstacle to

supersonic flow becomes more aharp-nosed (represented by Figure laa) in

contrast to a m oderately offset sphere with a much larger front-aide rad ius tai`

curvature ( ra) (figure lib), representing the earth's front-si,da magneto-

aphere), the ratio AR/H SP approaches zero. this ratio is 0.26 and 0.22 for

the Voyager 1 and 2 encounters, respectively, and is 0. 9'5 for earth on average

(Fairfield, 1971); the Voyager estimates are based on model bS and MP

boundaries (Lopping et al., 1980). bi,nce the Pioneer and Voyager observations

clearly reveal an approximately parabolic shape for the MP Con the dawn side

at least) in the Xo^y plane (Figure 1) whose characteristics are such that Xn
Yo , then it is liXely that in the X o-4 plane X. > Zo , and the magnetosphere

is significantly flattoned along the Z. axis. CNntice that the Jupiter

equatorial coordinates and orbital coordinates are aligneo to within about one

degree.] Concerning the large scale dynamic behavior of the,tailvar d portion

of,:tha magnetosphere, behannon et al. (1981) show that observations of

Jupiter t a magnetotai.l strongly suggest that the predominant motion is one of

rocking of the tail about tho planet-am axis (X b axis in Figure 14). Their

15



arguments are baaoo on analyoos of the orientation 
of 

the tail current shoot
as aeon. by Voyager 2 # as wel i* as on modeling of the grzas tail motion

astermined by current Maet , broa3ing times From Voyagers I and 2. Thus, we

envision a large, flattenerA magnotoaphere of Jupiter rocking primarily about
the F^anot_Aun line with - ,an v, 10 hour period. however, other motions of the0
mogo4todiso probably cannot be ignored (e.g., see Carbary l 1980, and Bohannon
at al., 1980), especially the praooas llor f)lf the aisc about the rotation axis
close to the planot, (^ 25 Rd. Also(,   	 , oture of, a "flattened" magneto-
sphere is not meant to exclude such:	 geometrical shapes: 	 an

earth-like magnetosphere with a bulge running around its equatorial region,
ll	 for example.

Lot Us Consider a, kinematic model for the rocking motion at a flattened

magnetosphere. %& define 0 
to 

be the angle between the rotation axis ( 4h ) and
the projection, onto the I E

-Z
E plane 

of 
the normal (N the planet's dipole

direction, M) to the inner magnotosphero current ohost; 
see 

Figure 14. In

9.94 hours 0 will complete a full naoillatinn, but in 4,962 hours it
completes a minimum to maximum , excursion.- -9.6'-1 < 0 < 9.6-' , assuming f ar
examples &U$FC 04 mnd6l for i h (Aouna and Ness ? 1976)# %a need to palate 0 to
the phase of Jupiter , ' a _,rotatinn at a given 3paoeoraft observing time and

position. Recognizing that to zeroth order

dN/dt	 x N,	 (1)

A
where t is Jupiter t s angular, velocity	 for constant	 and
integrating (1) gives

tan 8	 tan 9,60 sin* t 	(2)
where

+

Lfrom the X-I and I-Z projections of(I)I t and where * 1 *o* X,,, ano X,,,(N)
are defined in:Figure 14, iteot;

. 4

A

is the angle from sun-line to X k-1, projoA^iion of Nt

is the angle from sun-line to spacecraft,

16
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,I

is the 5ySt*rA 111 longitude 
Of 

&P*O*Orkftl
and

x M is the system Ill longitude 
of 

the xh-1z projection 
of 

N*

For practical purposes the sun -line is 
assumed to be in the XVIE,%plans.

Combining ( 2) and ( B) t and allowing for 4 phase change A > 0 oorrespondibg to
the time for a feature 

to 
travel along (or near) the MP from a relion, near the

stagnation Point to the spacecraft, we obtain 

tan- 1 [tan 9,60 sin(Arg))	 (4)

where the argument of tl;vj nine function is

Arg a *0 + XIII - ^Ill N) - 4.

We assumo that the values of the phase angle 0 at the rocking magnatosphore

determine the state of the t44 field, J,*,, whether the 
^ 

Coom.ponont oz the 11"t

Kthe moat probable direction at Jupiter) remains steady or 
atartz to turn,

"northward" or t1southwardh at or near the stagnat-ion, point (X 	 70 H
nominally) as it is constrained to slide over the HP. To iilustrate this
annaider the Voyager 2 features where x111 3600, its., the longitude where
nineteen features shown in figure 3 occurred, In partioulap concentrate on

d	
r11

6-ohAnsaa trout	 occurring clearly at 207 t 4000 U.T., and 2000
U.T.; k08	 01700 U.T,; and ;04 o , 11W U.T. lt is assumed that ), 1110)

, x.02 0 , consistent with the longitude of the dipole portion of the 04PC 04 model
at the liald nt Jupiter (Aauna and Ness, 1976) l 4nd 4# A x 2260. hence, Arg
2 1i n-A. We 433ulue that thia switch frout north 0 anuth at the XS a 70 N plane
occurs at 0 0 Pigure 1b ahow3 how a flattened magnatn3phera rocking About
the planot-sun, line through the angle a may separate convected M field lines
As they impact the MP and travel down, the M$. When a is -9.60 (minirautit) a
westwara IMF (1.0., x	 90) Will be dPapdO southwara in the MS, and whan, 0
90b (mach mum) the lhP will be draped northward, For an eastward (i#C#

lhn 
4 2700) antithe same a's the draping wnula bo-An the opposite sense to

that associated with the westward IMP. a x 00 than - 1 the "asparation-angl0l,
bstv44n northwara Ana southward N4 fields ,upending on the sense: of th4,,^f^wl
expected to be -pr000minantly the hl component. Therefore, for 0 x 0 Arg.

I
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1/2 v,V,

16

-1bO 
n n (n a O P 1 0 4 1* 00) j and 4 x 240 + lbo 0 n. From the work of Spreiter 6t

al. (196b) we estimate an average HS plasma apedd along the 14P from the

aubsolar point to the Voyager P. position (curvilinear distance of 0 BOO H to

0be $ 290 km/3, where the solar wind speed was 400 km/ a, obtained from

VoyAgar 1. The convected plasma delay was then 20,5 hours * Converting A

24 0 + 1800 n) to time 'units (using 9.92$ hours/3600 ) and comparing to 20.5

hours, gives n a 4,0 for purely convected features. however, the phasing of 0

is such that an odd n is required; this is easily seen if the Arg is allowed

to change by 2-1/2 hours, for ample, to aulaw 0. A lower n would imply

that a wave propagation speed must be addoo to the convection spend at 290

km/3# " 'frying n = B shows that & propagation speed tailward of 90 km/a (total

speed of 360 km/3) is r6quirao to yield 0 a 00 and proper phasing. For fi a 3

we see that Jupiter rntated one and halt times during the HS traversal from X

= 70 h J to Voyager 2. [Obvinualy if the effective MP region for the
discrimination to north or south Hs fields is closer to the apaoeoraft than X

= 70 R,, then a wave speed lower than 90 km/3 would bG ;sufficient; the wave
epeed will be disdUaadd balaw.1 Assuming n a a to bee-a re"anable antimato,

then about 2-1/2 hours after 0 = On (i.e., top X	 90 now) Avg	 270° and
J^ 	

111 -
60 .  Fork this minimum 0 the 11,W, which was known to be in the XIHF

90 0 direction at this time from Voyager A measurements, would be draped

awthwA= in the MS, as Figure 15 indicates, Figure 5 demonstrates these

pr-edioted ouch and fields at times 207 d 1 0250 b.l. and 22$0 U.T# # 208d , 1930

U.T, # and 2140 , 1330 U.T.j for example--all 2-1/2 hours after the times listed

above for trto north-to-south changes. Obviously other large perturbations are

seen in figure 3 which compete with our model at the north south changes.

Some of these are probably due to the naturally 000urring waves and

discontinuities in the It*, and possibly also to a magnetosphere rocking

motion about the I L axis, which will be investigated in a future,

Is a Mb wave speed of ^ 90 km/s reasonable for the conditions present at

that time? We examined the more prominent changes shown in •igur , 11 to see

if the	 u n_b correlations were4liAnie. A necessary (b t at s fficlent)

r.

N N
condition that a fluctuation must satisfy to be identified as an Alfve'#n wave

(Altva'n and Falthammer, 19b3; and Belcher at al., 1969) is



T
	 w^

o	
Ali

p

where b is the vector perturbation in the magnetic field, v in the perturba-

tion in the plasma velocity, and p is the plasma mass density. The

N-component of (5) was examined to nee if the derived p agreed with the

observed dansityJ`Pobs• Vor the several cases test6d there was agreement to"'

within 50%. 

UaAg 

the derived density and the average magnetic field

magnitude across these BN fluctuations one derives a characteristic Alfven

speed of 60 t 15 km/s, which is in good agreement with the required value of

90 km/ a and consistent with our model. So the flowing plasma in the MS is

probably being deviated approxiwately "northward" and "southward", as viewed

in the equator plane of Jupiter, primarily by the rocking motion of a

flattened magnetosphere about the X  - axis, The field lines frozen to this

plasma are constrained to lie in a plane parallel to the MP especially in the

MS close to the MP,a net tailward speed of the plasma°and field fluctua-

tions, from several Inutea
^
	 to 10 hours, is apparently a combination of a

convected oomponen ( o 290 km/s) and an apparent propagation component

(s 70 km/s) for t4issperiod (solar wind speed of 400 km/s). The waves

appear to consist of highly non-linear perturbations according to th'15

preliminary analysis. The rocking motion of the magnetosphere is apparently

directly responsible for generating these waves.

As Figures 9 and";i10 show the direction of the 1MP field at Jupiter is not

constrained to low latitudes at all times; the spread in b is, in fact, quite

considerable. Spreiter et al. (1968) demonstrate how easy it is to obtain

s	 steeply inclined MS fields when there exists a significant IMF-b N component

for the earth's case, and indeed such a condition must contribute to our

Jovian MS observations; see their Figures e5 and 26, for example, however,

this; is not the most probable state for the 1MF at Jupiter, and when the

lhF_B
N
 is significant it would probably play a less important role than the

draping of the 1ME-b T component with respect to the 5 and 10 hour modulation.

We now address question (4), why are the north/south crossings
^t

occasionally synchronized with MP and. BS crossings? Dessler and Vasyliunas

(1979) suggest a range, in kill(1965) coordinates, in wh4-ah the Voyger MP

crossings should occur according to predictions from the magnetic anomaly

model. The longitude 1111 o 360
0 was the longitude of greatest occurrence of

Voyager 2 outbound MP crossing positions, as Figur6 3 shows, and this

longitude lies just outside the Dessler and Vasyl Tunas range, A c-1/2 hour

delay (or AX ill900) between the center of the predicted range and our xill
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a 3600 , explained possibly by magnetosphere propagation, would force
agreement. We believe a more likely explanation for the quasi-periodic motion

of the MP and subsequently the BS, lies in understanding the motion and

configuration dt the magnetosphere ourrent sheet, including especially the

tail, current sheet. If the motion of the tail current sheet has a direct

influence on the tail. MP motion along with solar wind changes, then it is

obvious that tail. MP crossings will be synchronized with 0 (through I III ) 
for

a fixed A, since *0 and 
X 
III (N) are essentially constant, Synchronization

with s means synchronizatio with north/south crossings of the field in the MS
as we argued above. Why\jlt north/south changes are sometimes nearly phase
looked with the boundary crossings is difficult to understand, but it could be
a ooincide:nclk' in which case it should disappear for a different trajectory

(i.e.. different * o)« This is suggested by a Voyager 1 and 2 comparison;

Voyager 1 shows some synchroniza . n but few boundary crossings at a lly 3600.
In order to answer question (5) properly, concerning analogy with the

earth's MS, would require a statistical, study of that region. However, to

show that steeply inclined fields do exist in the earth's MS Figure 16 is
presented, it shows 31 hours of duskside MS field cats from IMP-6. The
average position of the spacecraft at this time in Cartesian GSR was X -16.4

/ ///R E , Y . 30.1 Rg, and Z	 1.1 RS (where RE is the earth's radius). The figure
does show similarities to the Jovian MS, especially the inbound MS; lower

latitudes near the BS and large scale, and rapid, latitude variations as the
MP is appro&ched. However, to our knowledge there has been no report of 12 or
24 hour field structures in the earth's h,S, although steeply inclined fields,,
i,e., 11 66i''th/4outh" orientations as shown in Figure 16 are well known (see
Figures 5 and 8 in Fairfield. 1376, for example). The occurrence probability

of such steep :crth/south field inclinations in the earth's MS in the ecliptic
plane, for example, is not known. We suggest that random samples of the

earth's MS would not generally yield latitude histograms resembling those in

Figure 9 for the early MS cases. The dramatic bimodal appearance of almost all

of the MS 6-histograms of Figure 9 and the presence of 5 or 10 hour
quasi-periodic MS structures, especially in Voyager 2's case, argues fairly
convincingly that the large scale features in Jupiter's NS are for the most

part a uniquely lovian characteristic and must be explained by forces of
internal origin. An exception to this remark concerns the variation in the
sense of the 

BN-VN 
correlation, positive or negative, which we now know
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depends p	 simply on the direction of the ecliptic plan* component of the

impinging IMF`; this component was predominantly aligned With T during the

outbound legs of both Voyager encounters (Figure 11 end accompanying text)

with parallel or antiparallel sense depending on the sense of the MS

corre^^tion as previously discussed.

SUMMARY OF FUDINOS

This section presents a brief summary of our observations and findings in

three categories, starting with the most firmly established observations and

ending with same preliminary interpretations.

Firm Observations or hesuita
1) There is an unusually high occurrence of nearly north or south yields

in the outbound MS, especially in the vioinity ,^if the MP.

2) Zhe outbound MS fields and their variations tend to occur in a plane

parallel to the local MP, according to reasonable large scaler MP models.

3) An Alfven wave-like correlation exists between variations in the

plasma velocity and magnetic field in the outbound MS.

4) The "north-south" field is also prevalent in the inbound MS but

usually only ouite oloae to the MP and generally having a shorter time scale

for its variation.

Less Firmly _Established Results;

5) Appearance of 5 or 10 hour quasi-periodicit es appear in the outbound

MS, especially in Voyager 2 data, which is more extensive.

G) omparing Jupiter's and earth 's MS's indicates obvious differences, in

that no known 12 or A hour periodicities exist in the earth's case and

nnrth-south fields in the earth's MS are infrequent compared to Jupiter' s case.

7) Occasionally ( especially f or Voyager 2) an apparent synchronization

occurs between the Large north-south. MS field changes and some MP and BS

boundary crossings.

reliminary lnterpret Lion:

If
b) The occurrence of north-south fields and 5 or 10 periodicities is

tentatively explained in terms of MS field line draping around a rocking

magnetosphere whose period is synchronous with Jupiter's rotation period. See

Figure 17 which shows a speculative sketch, with realistic dimensions, at

Jupiter 'a dynamic MP.
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9) The magnetosphere is probably flattened, i,e,, shorter in the

n,r;;th-south direction than in the eaat-what diriction, or there is a bulge in

the hP around the region of the equatorial plane giving the effect of a

flattened magiaotoaphere,

The large current sheet which surrounds Jupiter and which is inclined

with respect to Jupi.ter l s equatorial plane is a distinguishing magnetospheric

feature of great importance, 1he,basio point that we have attempted to make

is that the effects of this cut irent sheet probably extend beyond the

magnotoaphere into the magnetosheath. the dynamical processes involved are

not fully understood, but the kinematic effects alone can be ,significant in

producing the magnetosheath phenomen& that we have observed and described.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1, The trajectories of Voyagars 1 and 2 (V»1, V-2) and Pioneer 10

(P-10) in the plane of Jupiter's orbit. Also shown are model

magnetopaus:<e (MP) and bow shook (B3) boundaries (see yapping at al.,
1980) delineating the average magnetosheath regions as observed by V-1

and V-2. The gray shaded regions `long the trajectories are the n,,e^arlyt"
magnetosheath bounded by the firat outbound MP and first outbound BS,

Day-of-year iss given along the 'trojectories for various positions,

Figure 2. A two-day el&mple of 48-s averages of the magnetic field in the

outbound, 143 as seen by Voyager 1. B is the magnitude of the field, a is

itss longitude measured in a plane parallel to the aun t s equatorial plane

where a z 0o is antiaunward, and 6 u goo is "northward"". These angles

are related to the heliographic R-T-N Coordinate system by the following;

BQ z B CO36 Cosa,

BT = >0 Cosa sins,
and

BN n 6 sin6.

Figure 3. The latitude (6) of the magnetic field in the outbound MS along the

Voyager 2 trajectory for a total of 12 Jupiter rotation periods; the

central four days consisted primarily of magnetosphere data. Other

segments of magnetosphere or interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) are

designated by the shaded regions. The data is plotted with respect to

Jupiter's systerd III longitude of 1965.0 
(iIII )

, and by day count; major

tic marks denote starts of days. The horizontal black bars represent

specific analysis intervals (see text).

Figure 4. The latitude ( 6) of the magnetic field in the outbound MS along the

Voyager 1 trajectory. See caption of Figure 3.

Figure 5. The latitude ( 6) of the magnetic field in the outbound MS along the

Pioneer 10 trajectory. The display is similar to that of Figure 3 except

6 is given as a function of Earth Receive Time ( ERT); its relationship to
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spacecraft UT is given at the bottom,

Figure 6. Hodograms of the magnetic field for hour averages forcVoyagers 1

and 2 and Pioneer 10 over time intervals lisiid at the top. N is the

number of hour averages used. The plots are given in a variance

coordinate system for each example (see text), where Z is in the minimum

variance direction for each. The b q;^bk dot denotes the starting time.

The table at the bottom compares the MP model normal from Figure 1 with
o

the minimum variance direction in heliographic coordinates 
(6N' AN)'

Figure 7. The magnetic field (48-3 averages) plotted in a variance coordinate

system for each example (Z in minimum variance direction) for Voyager 1

(V-1) and Voyager 2 (V-2). These, examples are from those denoted by

black horizontal bars in Figures 3 and 4.

Figure 8.-, Unit normala along the minimum variance direction for the 28 	 Ss

analysis interva1,,s shown in Figures 3 and 4 as black horizontal bars in

terms of the longitude a and latitude 6. 	 R, To N are defined in the

caption of Figure 2. The short arrow represents an average of all normal

estimates. The dashed line (and dashed arrow) represent the model MP

(and its normal) for comparison.

Figure 9. Percent histograms of the latitude ( 6) of the magne-tic field (48-s

averages) for ,pioneer 10 and Voyagers 1 and 2, The latitude is strictly

In heliographic coordinates (Figure 2 cn ,ption) for the Voyagers but is in

the S-i system for Pioneer 10 (see Smith et al., 1976); the difference is

'small and unimportant for our purposes here. The histograms are divided

into fbur categories: the magnetosphere adjacent to the outbound MP, the

early and late outbound MS defined in the text, and the IMF adjacent to

the outbound BS. The number of days of data is given in parentheses for

1 G'
	 ,each histogram, and the histograms are plotted by equal solid angle

buckets.

Figure 10. An example of Voyager 2 IMF statistics in the form'of

distributions of B, x, 6 (hour.averages) over 20 days at 	 5.2 AU, i.e.,

Just prior tocthe .first Voyager 2 BS encounter, for comparison}of the IMF
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histograms of Figure 9.

Figure 11. Daily plots of the N-components of the plasma velocity V and

magnetic field t in the outbound M.S for Voyager 1 (2 days) and Voyager 2

(4 days). The heavy curves are 'IN, and the cross hatched regions denote

the magnetosphere.

Figure 12. An example of Voyager 1 magnetic field data ( 46-s averages) around

the time ot` inbound multiple bS crossings which compares MS data near the

•	 MP to that closer to the Bb.

Figure 13. heridian plane sketches of (a) a sharp-nosed obstacle (i.e.,

flattened approximately along the rotation axis) to solar wind flow whose

front-:side radius of curvature (re ) is small compared to the solar wind

stagnatl,on distance ( HSP ), representing a possi ility for Jupiter's

magnetosphere, and (b) a blunt-nosed obstacle: whose re is comparable to

RSP , resembling the earth's case In `both cases the subsolar magneto

sheath thickness AR = (RBS-RSP) is approximately equal to 0.3 re ; the

sketches are scaled such that RSP is equal for both eases for comparison

purposes. Since oR/RSP is expected to be much smaller for the sharp

obstacle than for the blunt obstacle, where other considerations are

assumed similar (e.g., the obstacle shape in the" ' ecliptic plane view),

then an estimate of eR / RSp provides a semi-quantitative measure of the

degree of front-side bluntness. ( Figure provided by A. Dessler, private

communication, 1980).

Figure 14. A diagram (left) showing the motion of N, the unit normal to the

assumed rigidly corotating inner magnetosphere current disc, as a

function of * and $, which are the ̂ XE-Y ( rotation plane) and YE-Zg

("rocking plane") phase angles of N, respectively. ThA angle * is

defined in terms of the system Ill angles, X's, on the right. The

subscript E on the coordinates refers to the Jupiter Equatorial System.

Figure 15. A sketch representing the draping of magnetic field lines in

Jupiter^s MS and {a possible mechanism for producing the 5 and 10 hour

field structures.
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Figure 16. An example of primarily Mg magnetic field data (1.02 min.

averages) along the orbit of 1MP-8 in geocentric solar e6iptio (050

coordinates. b is the field magnitude f # in the longitude where + a 00

toward the sun f 6 is the latitude, and B x is the field component normal

to the ecliptic plane. Note particularly the large north/south

inclinations of the field becoming more pronounoeo as time progresses

from bS to HP.

Figure 17. A model of the dynamical magnetopause of Jupiter. It is Assumed

that near the vicinity of the nose of Jupiter's magnetosphere the

intersection of the magnetopause sa^face with a plane perpendicular to

the Jupiter-Sun line is An ellipse owing to an internal magnetospheri.c

disc-Like current sheet. Tire ratio of the semi-major and semi-minor

axes is chosen. such that it is equal to that given by Engler;;pnd Beard (1980)

for the ellipse in the plane which contains the rotation axis. It is

assumed that on the tailward side, far from the planet (R 2 250 P"T)$

the tail cross-section is a circle. As the planet rotates, an ellipse

near the nose oscillates about the Jupiter-Sun line. information

about the orientati.nn of thiii ellipse propagates ta*lward at a speed

which equals the sum of the Alfve'n speed and the bulk speed, in the

magnetosheath near the magnetopause (see text). The dashed line is

the model magnetopause derived from magnetopause crossings as discussed

by Lapping et al ,'' (1980) . Thus, the curve marred of . 00 i.s the locus
of the points on the semi,major-axes of a family of ellipses which

oscillate about the Jupiter-Sun line. Similarly for the higher latitude

a's; that is, a - 900 is the semi,minor-axis locus of such points. The

magnetopause surface is shown hertz as it would be seen by an observer

300 away from the Jupiter-Sun line in the equatorial plane And 30 0 above

that plane.
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